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Investment strategies hinge on more than who’s president
proposals, he added.
And even with a Republican Congress, Trump could face opposition to his
proposals, especially in the areas of trade policy, according to Jack Weiner of Florham
Park Wealth Advisors.
Trump is proposing a protectionist-leaning policy that could rub many pro-trade
Congressional Republicans the wrong way, he said.
Of course, government is supposed to work like this, according to Jim Ferrare of
PWM Advisory Group of Red Bank
“There are checks and balances on presidential power,” he said.
In a statement on the elections, PWM noted, “The economic backdrop, its
growth potential, market valuations and investor sentiment have historically been
determinants of stock process – and they remain in constant flux.”
In other words, Ferrare, said, “market fundamentals” are more central to the
direction of the economy than is a new president.
A brief summary of each candidate’s economic plans, drawn from each of their
campaign websites, follows:
Clinton has called for a middle-class tax cut, funded in part by raising taxes on the
nation’s wealthiest people, including changes to the estate tax; free college tuition at

By Michael Daigle

The dual complexities of a world economy and a gridlocked political system could
blunt the general impact of the economic plans laid out by the main presidential
candidates, local investment advisors say.
But there are clues within the plans offered by Democrat Hillary Clinton and
Republican Donald Trump that could guide investors, they add. There are questions
that can be asked about investment opportunities and risks but no one has a crystal
ball, they also warned.
The key is not to expect immediate change, according to Jim McCarthy of
Directional Wealth Management of Rockaway. Outside of an economic shock, the
shape of the new president’s plan might take three to six months to trigger an
economic market response, he said.
“The market is leaning toward a Clinton win,” McCarthy said. But the Democrat
would most likely face a Republican Congress, limiting her ability to enact her
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(Continued on page 4)

Whose tax plan is better?
By Rod Hirsch

There’s little debate over whose tax plan – Hillary Clinton’s or Donald Trump’s
– is more consumer- and business-friendly among those who understand the
complexities of personal, corporate and estate taxes.
Trump wins.
Clinton is committed to raising taxes by $1.5 trillion over the next 10 years, while
Trump promises nearly $6 trillion in tax cuts over the same period, according to Tony
Nitti, a partner with Withum, Smith & Brown.
“Clinton would largely preserve the current tax system, with the overwhelming
majority of proposed changes targeting the wealthiest 1 percent of taxpayers,” he
said. “Trump tax cuts would impact taxpayers at all income levels, with the biggest
savings inuring to the wealthiest 2 percent.”
Trump’s plan includes overall tax reform that reduces revenue over time, some
estimate by $9 trillion, while Clinton’s tax plan amounts to as much as $1 trillion
in tax increases over time, according to Robert G. D’Uva, partner-in-charge,
(Continued on page 3)
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The life cycle of CEO decision-making

By Andy Gole
Sellers prefer a one-call close. It’s efficient and blocks out the competition.
When a prospect invites us to meet or grants our request for a meeting, we visit with this intention:
Discover the prospect’s needs and closing conditions; determine if we have a fit, and; if there is a fit,
persuade the prospect we are the right fit.
We generally prefer to meet with the CEO, who:
1 Has the authority and budget to make the decision;
2 Tends to be the most forward-looking in the organization;
3 Can make a “risky” decision by leveraging the risk over many time periods.
One problem we face is where is the CEO in the decision-making life cycle? There
are typically five life cycle stages for the challenging decision, which can include:
1 Large purchases, typically budgeted annually.
2 The infrequent decision, e.g. buying equipment, selecting an accountant.
3 Changing vendors.
4 Cultural or organizational development.
5 Fixing problems in a department.
6 Changing a key executive.
At the outset, in Stage 1 the CEO is scanning the market for new ideas. There is
no problem, no reason to grant an audience to a new vendor.
In Stage 2 the CEO is unhappy with results but loyal to an executive in the
suboptimal department. For example, revenue is either below target or not
sufficiently profitable. Or the sales team is not following company policies. The CEO
knows change is needed and may give the VP of sales six to 12 months to fix the
problem.
By stage 3 the CEO knows some intervention is needed. If the CEO isn’t sure how
to fix the problem, he/she may bring in a CEO coach to recommend how to work
with the underperforming executive. The coach can suggest new key performance

indicators (KPIs) to implement, the type of questions to ask, the potential
changes to implement. Ideally, the CEO is having at least monthly one-to-one
sessions with the executive needing help and can incorporate the coaching into
these sessions.
In stage 4 the CEO realizes the executive needs more direct guidance
than the CEO can offer. A coach is needed to work directly with the executive, offering more time and
guidance than the CEO can provide. It may just turn out this isn’t enough – that the department needs
transformation, which goes beyond the executive’s skills.
In this case, the CEO may want to embrace Stage 5 – bringing in a resource to work directly with
the executive and the executive’s direct reports. In the sales
department, this can take the form of sales training and cultural
transformation. Doing so can be a difficult step for CEOs,
who reason, “I pay the VP of sales the ‘big bucks’ to take care
of sales-related issues.” However, there is a huge difference
between a rigorous sales manager who can manage the
department day-to-day and a leader capable of transformation.
There is a division of labor, with each person specializing in their
area of expertise.
It is essential for CEOs to be self-aware and understand
where they are in their decision-making life cycle. Similarly, it
is essential for salespeople to understand the CEO Lifecycle,
evaluating when the CEO is ready to make a decision and what
kind of decision they are ready to make.
With this understanding, the salesperson can help the CEO
navigate the stages of decision-making and be prepared to help
in a timely manner.
© Bombadil LLC 2016

Andy Gole has taught selling skills for 21 years. He started three businesses and has made approximately 4,000 sales calls, selling both B2B and B2C. He invented a selling process, Urgency Based Selling®, with which
he can typically help companies double their closing or conversion ratio. Learn more about Andy’s method at www.bombadilllc.com, at www.urgencybasedselling.net/entrepren.html or by calling him at 201.415.3447.
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Assurance Services for Mendonca & Partners Certified Public Accountants.
“Clearly the Trump plan is very favorable to business owners and individual
taxpayers across the board,” D’Uva said. “Clinton’s tax plan continues many of the
Obama administration proposals, such as placing a 28 percent cap on the benefit of
itemized deductions, with exceptions for charitable contributions for taxpayers over
certain income thresholds.
“Under Clinton’s proposals, capital gains from investments held for less than two
years would be taxed as ordinary income, or as high as 39.6 percent, plus the 3.8
percent net investment income tax on higher earners. The rate would be reduced 4
percent for each year held for at least six years, reducing the rate to 20 percent, plus
the 3.8 percent would still apply.”
Trump is taking an approach similar to Ronald Reagan’s 1986 tax plan by proposing
to reduce the number of tax brackets to three – 12 percent, 25 percent and 33
percent – according to Joe Fazio, partner in charge at PKF O’Connor Davies in
Cranford.
Trump’s plan would reduce taxes for everyone, with the biggest savings delivered
to the wealthiest, Fazio said.
Clinton’s plan would keep the existing tax brackets in place, ensuring a minimum
tax rate of 30 percent on those earning more than $1 million, with a 4 percent
surcharge on income exceeding $5 million, he said.

KNOW
GREATER
VALUE

“The majority of her plan is to increase revenues from the highest earners,” he
added. “Trump’s plan – by reducing the brackets and rates – I think the effect on
spendable income after taxes would be more available. Theoretically that should
stimulate the economy. More spending increases the GDP and ultimately results in
more jobs.
“I’m a big believer in capitalism. Let the economy run itself with less government
intervention. The more money that gets pumped back into the economy the more
money people have to spend and that ultimately benefits the general economy.”
There are vast differences in the candidates’ proposals for the estate tax.
Under current law, if a taxpayer dies with an estate valued in excess of $5.45
million, the excess value is taxed at 40 percent. In addition, if a taxpayer’s assets are
appreciated at the time of his or her death, no tax is assessed on the unrealized gain.

Value...a simple word, yet so hard to attain. For many firms,
it’s become an afterthought. Not here.

Clinton would reduce the estate tax exemption from $5.45 million to $3.5 million.
The tax rate on estates in excess of this would jump to 45 percent, with rates
increasing up to 65 percent for estates exceeding $500 million, according to Nitti.

PKF O’Connor Davies is a new breed of accounting and
advisory firm that holds itself to a higher standard — going
beyond passive value calculation to active value creation for
leading business owners, organizations and individuals in the
United States and abroad.

“Trump would completely eliminate the estate tax, though he would require that
any appreciation inherent in an estate’s assets be taxed at death when the estate is
valued in excess of $10 million,” he added.

With unmatched client focus and connections, we continually
drive efficiencies, uncover opportunities and manage risk —
delivering value where others can’t.

According to a report from the nonpartisan Tax Foundation, Clinton’s tax proposals
would have virtually no effect on taxpayers earning less than $295,000. Taxpayers
earning more than $700,000, however, would experience an average tax increase of
more than $75,000.

That’s why we’re not the typical accounting firm.
Our clients know greater service. They know greater connections.
PKF O’Connor Davies — Know Greater Value™

Under Trump’s proposals, taxpayers at all income levels would experience a
reduction in their tax bills, according to Nitti. For example, those with income
between $45,000 and $80,000 would save an average of $2,732 per year. The cuts
under Trump’s plan become far more dramatic as income rises, however. Those with
income more than $700,000 would save an average of $275,000 while those earning
more than $3.8 million would save $1.3 million, Nitti added.

Joseph A. Fazio
Partner
908.272.6200
jfazio@pkfod.com

Then there is the impact of Trump’s tax plans.
“More notably, the lost tax revenue of nearly $6 trillion resulting from Trump’s
proposal raises questions regarding the plan’s economic feasibility and impact on the
national deficit,” Nitti said.

www.pkfod.com
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Investment strategies hinge on more than who’s president (Continued from page 1)
state colleges and universities; and allowing the refinancing of student loan debt.
She has not offered a comprehensive plan for altering business taxes but she has
called for a $12 an hour federal minimum wage and supports individual city and state
efforts to raise the minimum wage in their communities.

Some independent analyses of each plan have focused on the impact on the U.S.
federal debt. In general, analysts said, Clinton’s economic plans would increase the
debt by roughly $200 billion over a decade while Trump’s plan could add up to $5.3
trillion to the national debt in that time.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, in a paper entitled “6 for ’16,” while not
She calls for a $275 billion investment in roads, bridges, airports, Internet expansion
indicating support for either candidate, listed its priorities for the election.
and other infrastructure and called for supporting American manufacturing jobs. She
The chamber’s main statement said, “(We oppose) those who want to wall off our
supports a stronger investment in clean energy development.
country from people, ideas, trade, and capital and those who seek to silence the voice
Clinton has expressed concerns about the pending Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP),
of business through fear, regulation, retribution and even prosecution.”
a trade agreement with 12 Asian nations, excluding China, although as Secretary of
State she generally had supported such agreements.
The chamber called for support of “abundant, affordable energy;” a fight against
“mindless trade protectionism;” Congressional support for trade agreements in Asia
She also has called for tighter rules for Wall Street and the banking industry.
and Europe; election of pro-business candidates, “the right people to office;” and a
Trump has called for a streamlined tax code and a “dramatically reduced” income
fight against “regulatory overreach and punitive taxes.”
tax, for a business income tax of 15 percent and an end to the federal estate tax.
Clearly, the impact of the new president is not irrelevant, Ferrare of PWM Advisors
He proposes a pause in new regulations and a review of previous regulations
said, but it must be viewed within the shell of the current economic framework and
regarding the impact on American business.
an individual’s circumstance and financial goals.
Trump has called for using all America’s energy resources, including coal, and for an
end to rules that promote clean energy investment at the expense of coal and natural
gas.
He says he would renegotiate the North American Free Trade Agreement and pull
the United States out of the talks for approval of the TPP. He has called for higher
tariffs and penalties against nations that have been judged to be trade cheats.
He has pledged to invest $500 billion in infrastructure improvements.
Trump has called for less regulation of the investment and banking industries.

Economic opportunity, and subsequent investment strategies based on that
opportunity, is a combination of factors, all three advisers said.
What would be the potential impact on personal or business incomes if Trump
wins, or the impact on estate planning if Trump got his way on the estate tax, Ferrare
asked.
Clinton reflects a more mainstream approach, McCarthy of Directional Wealth
Management said, indicating a more gradual approach to change. Would her plan for
(Continued on page 5)
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infrastructure investment spur job growth and economic development, he wondered.
Weiner of Florham Park Wealth Management said the U.S. economy would benefit
from a “livable wage” in perhaps the $12 to $15 an hour range.
More important, he said, is a commitment to education that would produce the
higher-educated workforce that is in growing demand. Ask which candidate might do
a better job in that area, he advised.
That focus on education also relates to potential trade policy, Weiner added.
Lower-wage manufacturing jobs have been shipped off-shore for decades as
companies want to pay lower wages for lower skilled jobs, he said.
It is not unreasonable to ask which candidate would commit to the science- and
math-related training that could support U.S. high-end manufacturing, he suggested.
“Education is the direct line to gross domestic product growth,” Weiner said.
Implementation of stated policies could also be a factor, McCarthy said. Trump
has pledged to create 25 million jobs but also said he would deport 11 million
undocumented immigrants.
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Inside Views
They are both wrong on trade

In what has been the ugliest and downright meanest presidential contest
in well over a hundred years, there is one thing that Mrs. Clinton
and Mr. Trump agree on – that trade is bad. Some of their biggest
applause lines come when they denounce the Trans-Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP).
A large part of the electorate has become very hostile toward trade.
Jim Coyle
It is an easy bugaboo. All you have to do is tell all those out-of-work
factory workers and their families their jobs have been moved overseas
because of cheap labor and they understandably get mad.
For others, all you have to say is that America isn’t great anymore because we don’t make
anything and they understandably get angry.
Most people in this country who have never worked in a factory have an idealized vision of
manufacturing jobs in the 1960s and they can’t understand why we can’t still be like that. No one
remembers the bone-tiring work, the incessant noise and the foul smells that accompanied lowend manufacturing.
Where the campaigns have gone wrong is to blame the current economic malaise on a couple
trade agreements. NAFTA and TPP are not the cause of changes in manufacturing. Rather they
are attempts, and pretty successful attempts, to take advantage of shifts in the world economy.
Opening markets to goods and services is a good thing. The United States already is the most
open market in the world and has the most successful economy, and where we can negotiate
reciprocal market access, U.S. businesses and workers benefit.
Jobs are always in a state of movement. Textile manufacturing started in England. It moved to
New England then to the South because there was cheaper labor there. Then it moved to Japan
before going to Taiwan and Korea. At the moment it’s centered in China. None of the moves
were the result of trade agreements. They were the results of wage and technology changes.
This is not to say there is no problem. We have gone through eight years of anemic growth
averaging around 2 percent per year. With population growth of 1 percent per year, there is not
a lot to be shared. And in the last eight years that little bit has been going more and more to the
top earners who have valuable skills. It’s no wonder people are frustrated.
Of the two, Mr. Trump’s proposals are far more draconian than Mrs. Clinton’s. The imposition
of tariffs to protect jobs has been tried for centuries and it always results in making things worse,
especially for those it is supposed to help.
It is estimated that without trade the highest income earners will lose 28 percent of their
purchasing power. The poorest 10 percent will lose 63 percent of their purchasing power because
as you move down the economic ladder, people tend to purchase more imported goods. Trade
may cost some people their jobs but it benefits the lives of many other people.
So what’s the solution? First, the more markets that are opened to U.S. products and services
through trade agreements the better. TPP may not be perfect but it will make it easier for us to do
business in a lot of countries. We should also pursue negotiations with Europe for a trans-Atlantic
agreement, as well.
But the real solution is to fix the economy. The lack of vigor in the economy can be directly laid
at the steps of the Obama administration and its huge number of regulations that have shut down
business expansion. The incoming administration needs to dump Dodd-Frank and the Affordable
Care Act, as well as hundreds of other anti-business regulations, and get the economy growing
again.
We also need to be mindful that trade or no trade, we need to invest in continuous training of
our workforce. We now invest 0.1 percent of GDP in reemployment investments. The average
investment by Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development countries is six times
ours. We all benefit from trade. Some lose more than they benefit, however, and the rest of us
need to be there to help.
Copyright James Coyle 2016
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Members of the Gateway Regional Chamber of Commerce Workforce Education
Committee and Union County educators recently visited Infineum USA L.P. The committee
is committed to developing relationships between chamber member businesses and
education institutions in Union county that will foster a well-qualified future work force
and support the training and development of member employees. Infineum USA L.P.,
Phillips 66 and Eii, Inc. facilitated the presentations to the group for careers in supply
chain, process technicians, rotating and fixed equipment, process control and safety
professionals.

_______________________________
Elizabethtown Gas, a subsidiary of Southern Company Gas (formerly AGL
Resources Inc.), recently was recognized by the Supplier Diversity Development
Council with an Economic Impact Award for its commitment to economic growth
and development in New Jersey. Last year, approximately 70 percent of the
company’s $119 million overall spend was directed to businesses operating in the
state. During the last three years the company also has quadrupled its procurement
opportunities with women- and minority-owned businesses and service-disabled
veteran-owned businesses.
The Supplier Diversity Development Council is an organization comprising
companies regulated by the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities.
In addition, for the second consecutive year Elizabethtown Gas ranks highest in
customer satisfaction for mid-size utilities in the East, according to the J.D. Power
2016 Gas Utility Residential Customer Satisfaction Study. The survey is based
on responses from approximately 62,000 residential customers of 82 utilities in
its market segment. Each utility was rated in six categories, including safety and
reliability; price; billing and payment; corporate citizenship; communications; and
customer service outreach to their customers.
_______________________________
Gary S. Horan, president and CEO of Trinitas Regional Medical
Center, recently was presented with a Best practice Award by
the Commerce and Industry Association of New Jersey (CIANJ)
for his leadership skills at the Annual Best Practice Conference.
The conference salutes leaders across all business sectors in the
state and Trinitas is one of only three hospitals in New Jersey to
be recognized. Horan’s leadership advice also appeared in the
2016-2017 Annual Best Practices Guide, published this month by
Commerce Magazine, the CIANJ publication.
_______________________________
Carolyn Powell, human resources director for Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield
of New Jersey (Horizon BCBSNJ), has been named a 2016 “Working Mother of
the Year” by Working Mother magazine. The recognition comes in the “Rising Star”
category, which honors up-and-coming working moms who have made an impact
on their organization after fewer than five years on the job. The magazine also
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announced Horizon BCBSNJ’s selection as a 2016 Working Mother Top 100 company,
which marks the seventh consecutive year the company has been selected for the
honor.  
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Where the Chamber Stands...
Good governance comes back to New Jersey

The Horizon Foundation for New Jersey recently awarded 30 grants, totaling
$946,500, to community-based organizations that are working to improve the health
and the quality of life of residents throughout the state. The charitable arm of Horizon
BCBSNJ, The Horizon Foundation has awarded 52 grants to date in 2016, totaling
$1.95 million – and 1,277 grants, totaling $45.5 million, since its inception in 2004.

Something remarkable happened in Trenton this month – good governance. Gov. Chris
Christie and the Legislature actually worked together and reached an agreement to raise
New Jersey’s gas tax to fund the state’s broke Transportation Trust Fund and start making
badly needed repairs on the state’s roads, bridges and tunnels.
The agreement will raise New Jersey’s gas tax by 23 cents to 37.5 cents per gallon,
which will translate into about $1.2 billion each year for the TTF, all of which (plus an
additional $800 million from borrowing) will be dedicated to the fund.

_______________________________
Valley National Bank earlier this month hosted its 8th annual breast cancer walk
titled “Valley Goes Pink!” Valley Goes Pink! is an opportunity to raise money and
awareness for the Cure Breast Cancer Foundation. All the proceeds raised are used
for research and conferences at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center and other
national and international research facilities.

That’s good news for the state. The condition of New Jersey’s roads, bridges and
tunnels is among the worst in the nation. Most recently, a report by CarInsurance.
com rated New Jersey the 10th least favorable state for driving, primarily because of
the condition of our bridges and roads, which it ranked sixth- and seventh-worst in the
nation, respectively.

The Provident Bank has named John M. Swadba senior vice president and credit
risk manager. In his new position, Swadba is responsible for managing and reporting
on the risks in the bank’s loan portfolio. He holds a bachelor’s of science degree from
Rutgers University.

While that leads to frustration by drivers as they hit pot holes and sit in traffic – costing
them more than $1,900 a year in vehicle wear, time lost and extra fuel, according to one
report – the conditions are even more impactful because they hurt the state’s overall
economy. Commerce relies on transportation to deliver goods to market and a crumbling
transportation infrastructure costs businesses money, which in the long run also hurts
employees.

Provident has been named the 2016 recipient of the Woodbridge Metro Chamber
of Commerce’s Business Education Partnership Champion Award for their work on
the RISE program. RISE is a special needs program through the Woodbridge Board
of Education that assists students with disabilities aged 18-21 in learning real life
situations, such as banking, buying groceries or taking a bus or train, as well as helping
them obtain employment through work programs.

Certainly drivers will feel pain when the fill up for the first time after the increase takes
affect Nov. 1 (or 15 days after the governor signs the bill). That could have been avoided
had the Legislature and previous governors done their job all along. New Jersey currently
has the second lowest gas tax in the nation, behind only Alaska. The 23 cent increase will
take us to seventh in the nation, but still lower than neighboring Pennsylvania and New
York. Had the Legislature and previous governors raised the tax gradually over the years,
this jump would not have been necessary.

_______________________________

But like bad tasting medicine, it is necessary now.

_______________________________

There is some good news associated with the bill. At Christie’s insistence that the bill
be revenue-neutral, the agreement also includes the elimination of the estate tax over
15 months, which proponents claim will help New Jersey retain its wealthier residents,
who until now have been fleeing the state upon retirement to avoid the tax. Certainly
collecting other taxes such as income tax, property tax and sales tax from these residents
is better than collecting no taxes after they move.

Union County College recently hosted a “Women in STEM Expo,” at which it
offered a number of mini-classes on careers and experiences one could have from
choosing a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) major. The
program was made possible with support from the Union County Office on Women,
Department of Human Services.

While elimination of the estate tax disproportionately helps high-income residents,
there are breaks for low-income residents in the bill, as well. The measure will decrease
the sales tax from 7 percent to 6.875 percent by January and to 6.625 percent by July.
It also will raise the earned income tax credit, which helps low-income residents, from
30 percent to 35 percent for the current tax year, will increase the tax exclusion on
retirement income over four years to $100,000 for joint filers, and will provide veterans
with a personal exemption for state income taxes.

The college also announced that its Learning Enhanced through Accelerated Paths
(LEAP) Program has been chosen as one of six associate level finalists for this year’s
Examples of Excelencia Award. Examples of Excelencia is the only national initiative
to identify and promote programs and departments at the forefront of advancing
educational achievement for Latino students in higher education.
Finally, the college announced that the Union County College Foundation’s first
annual $100,000 Summer Scholarship Challenge to raise additional funds for student
scholarships brought in more than $175,000. The foundation challenged current and
past donors of endowed and annual scholarships to consider increasing their financial
support, bringing back an old scholarship or to starting a new one.

The deal is not perfect. The measure establishes a four-member Annual Transportation
Capital Program Approval Committee that will have final say over which projects
are funded by the TTF. In theory, this sounds good, as that power now rests with the
Legislature, which has not shown itself to be a good steward of taxpayer dollars.
However, the panel’s members will include the state transportation commissioner and
three public members from Northern, Central and Southern New Jersey appointed by
the governor, Senate president and Assembly speaker, certainly raising the possibility they
will be surrogates of their appointers. The behavior of this panel will bear watching to
ensure they are pursuing the best interests of the state, its resident and its businesses and
not the political agenda’s of those who appointed them.

_______________________________
Community Access Unlimited (CAU) announced that its 15th Annual Ira Geller
Memorial Walk-a-Thon at Oak Ridge Park in Clark raised more than $60,000 for
agency programs. According to Sid Blanchard, CAU executive director, the Walka-Thon celebrates all that the agency strives to be: support for those in need and a
symbol to the community at large about the abilities that everyone has to participate
and contribute.

As with all things in New Jersey politics, this deal to raise the gas tax and start funding
badly needed work on the state’s roads, bridges and tunnels was delayed for political
reasons. That means this one-time increase of 23 cents will hurt our wallets and pocket
books more than it needed to. Yet the deal had to be done. New Jersey could go no
longer with a crumbling transportation infrastructure that was costing drivers more
money in wear and tear, time lost and fuel and was threatening the state’s economy.

CAU also announced that its Home Health Care program has received “full
accreditation” from the Commission on Accreditation for Home Care, Inc. (CAHC).
Accreditation means the agency is recognized as delivering home care that meets
industry best practices and adheres to CAHC policies, procedures and standards,
according to the commission. As New Jersey’s only state-based accrediting body,
CAHC is dedicated exclusively to New Jersey’s home care providers and delivering
the highest standard of service to our local communities and families.

Well done, governor and legislators. We don’t get a chance to say that too often. Now
start to work on a system of gradual increases so we don’t get stuck in the same mess
years from now.
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A family owned and operated business.
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• More than 16,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space
• 102 Guest Rooms & Suites, including PURE Rooms
• Complimentary Hot Breakfast Buffet
• 24-Hour Business Center & Fitness Center
• Catering Facility, Restaurant & Pub

Producing results for the
Banking and Medical
community since 1961.

Call: 908-696-2315 or Visit: OldeMillInn.com
225 Route 202, Basking Ridge NJ
Conveniently
located off I-287,
Exit 30B

Weddings • Corporate Meetings & Events
Social Gatherings • Exceptional Cuisine

Your
Gateway
to Business...
Your
Gateway
to Business...
Gateway to
Business...

Advertise here for
6 months at $350
and thousands will see it!

Giovanni Lavorato

(908) 862-0020

1700 W. Elizabeth Avenue, Linden, NJ 07036
www.amiciristorante.com

Angie Tsirkas

Vice President
Business Development Officer
1410 St. Georges Avenue
Avenel, NJ 07001
(732) 499-7200 ext. 1536
atsirkas@eNorthfield.com

Edward J. Gunther, Jr.

egunther@centricbenefits.com

President

P 908-738-2003 direct
F 908-665-1139
219 South Street
New Providence, NJ 07974
www.centricbenefits.com
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JAMES K. ESTABROOK
Attorney at Law
jestabrook@lindabury.com

53 CARDINAL DRIVE
P.O. BOX 2369
WESTFIELD, NJ 07091
TEL (908) 233-6800 x2358
FAX (908) 518-2760
www.lindabury.com
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Gateway Chamber Inside Connection Directory
Attorneys
Genova Burns LLC
494 Broad Street, Newark, NJ 07102
Phone: Brian W. Kronick, Esq., (973) 533-0777
Fax: (973) 533-1112
www.genovaburns.com
Law firm with over 70 attorneys with offices in Newark,
Red Bank, Camden, New York City, and Philadelphia;
represents many of the region’s premier companies and business
interests.

Banking/Financial
Northfield Bank
(See our ad on page 9)
581 Main Street, Suite 810, Woodbridge, NJ 07095
Phone: Angie Tsirkas, (732) 499-7200
Fax: (732) 636-1014
www.eNorthfield.com
Full-service commercial bank providing better business
banking solutions to customers in New Jersey, Staten Island and Brooklyn.
Provident Bank 		
1139 Raritan Road, Clark, NJ
Phone: Paula Palermo, (732) 499-0800
Fax: (866) 898-5210
www.Provident.Bank
The Provident Bank emphasizes personal service and
commitment in attending to the financial needs of businesses,
individuals and families in northern and central New Jersey.

Certified Public Accountants & Consultants
O’Connor Davies, LLP
(See our ad on page 3)
20 Commerce Drive, Suite 301, Cranford, NJ 07016
Phone: Joseph A. Fazio, (908) 272-6200
Fax: (908) 272-2416
www.odpkf.com
With offices in Cranford and Paramus, New Jersey,
and five locations in New York and Connecticut, we
provide a full range of accounting, tax and management advisory services
to businesses and individuals.

Education
Union County College
1033 Springfield Avenue, Cranford, NJ 07016
Phone: Ellen Dotto, (908) 709-7501		
Fax: (908) 709-0527
www.ucc.edu
Union County College is a public comprehensive
community college providing quality, affordable, accessible
educational programs that serve the greater Union County region.

Hospital/Healthcare
Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital Rahway 		
865 Stone Street, Rahway, NJ 07065
Phone: Kirk C. Tice (732) 381-4200
www.rwjuhr.com
Robert Wood Johnson
University Hospital Rahway
is an acute care hospital with expertise in cardiac care, cardiac
rehabilitation, wound care, diabetes management, and rehabilitation
services. The hospital has earned 12 “A’s” from the Leapfrog Group for
quality and safety.
Trinitas Regional Medical Center
225 Williamson Street, Elizabeth, NJ 07202
Phone: President & CEO: Gary S. Horan, FACHE (908) 994-5000		
Fax: (908) 994-5799
www.TrinitasRMC.org
A full-service medical center offering quality
care in cancer,cardiac, renal, sleep disorders,
wound healing, diabetes, maternal/child health,
psychiatry, women’s and senior care.

Hotels
Newark Liberty Int’l Airport Marriott
1 Hotel Road, Newark, NJ 07114
Phone: (973) 623-0006
Fax: (973) 623-7618
www.newarkairportmarriott.com
The only hotel located on the airport premises
boasting 585 guest rooms and 30,000 square
feet of banquet space.
Renaissance Newark Airport Hotel
1000 Spring Street, Elizabeth, New Jersey 07201
Phone: (908) 436-4600
Fax: (908) 436-4610
www.RenaissanceNewarkAirport.com
Contemporary hotel for both business and leisure
travel with free shuttle service to and from Newark
Airport. More than 17,000 square feet of meeting space.

Industrial Products, Services, Solutions
In Control, LLC
PO Box 356, Millington, NJ 07946
Phone: Kevin Ravaioli (908) 212-3078
Fax: (908) 604-8422
www.incontrolusa.com
Business Description: We provide safety inspections
using bar code technology for meeting compliance requirements,
asset management and data migration services and more.
See our website for details.

Energy
Supreme Energy Inc. 		
532 Freeman Street, Orange NJ 07050
Phone: Dominic Valli, (973) 678-1800
Fax: (973) 672-0148
www.supremeenergyinc.com
Supreme Energy Inc. offers the best in full service energy services
including “GREEN” solar energy options. From oil to natural gas and
electric, maintenance to installation, commercial to residential we do it all! Call or click now to find out how you can start saving
on your energy bill today!

Non-profit, federally designated organization
NJ Sharing Network
691 Central Avenue, New Providence, NJ 07974
Phone: Elisse E Glennon (908) 516-5400		
www.NJSharingNetwork.org
NJ Sharing Network is a non-profit, federally
designated organization responsible for saving and
enhancing lives through the recovery and placement
of donated organs and tissue.

Security
Maffey’s Security Group
1172 E. Grand St., Elizabeth, NJ 07201
Phone: Edward Maffey, (908) 351-1172
www.maffeys.com
Maffey’s Security Group is a full-service master locksmith,
safe and vault company providing access control, intrusion and
surveillance systems to all of New Jersey and beyond.

Transportation
FedEx Corporation
630-640 Dowd Avenue, Elizabeth, NJ 07201
Phone: Michael Scerbo, (908) 282-5515
Provides customers and businesses worldwide with
a broad portfolio of transportation, e-commerce and
business services. Offers integrated business applications
through our operating companies under the respected FedEx brand.

Now you
can advertise
in 13 issues of
Inside Business
for only
$550.00!
For more
information
please contact
us at
(732) 303-9377
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CYBER
LIABILITY ?

Talk with us about how to protect yourself.
You work hard to suceed,
we work hard to protect you.TM
www.gbwinsurance.com
(973) (973)
426-1500
ext. 677
www.gbwinsurance.com
426-1500
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